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faculty Votes Unlimited Cuts At 3.4
first Coed Smoker Is
OnMtDavid Saturday

'be a smoker Saturday whether in couples or not.
The committee includes Robert
At
Rot a f°uP,e °* ,he most tirne- Garish, John Grady, William Nored traditions that have in the ris. Robert Cagenello, Dana Jones,
The Bates Dance Club will preconnected with these and Helen Odegard.
sent its biannual recital entitled
La beenCouncil-sponsored
affairs
bgdenl
"The Bookshelf", Friday in the
be thrown out the window, and
Alumni Gymnasium at 8:15 p. m.
jfilv a nc«" one instituted.
The recital will include interpretaIn the first place, it will be, not
tions of poetry, folksongs, travel,
J lne accustomed surroundings,
fiction, non-fiction, humor, and
u on top ^ Mount David by the
folklore.
»
Mr. Dor-Erik Lassenius, a native
. 0i a bonfire. But by far the
of Finland, representing the Includes Varied Program
, sensational bit of news conSwedish University in Abo, Finlafliing Saturday's event is its coThe program will open with an
land, will address Bates students toIjncational nature. The entire
interpretation of travel by the enmorrow evening on
"Post-War
tire group entitled "Sbuth Amerilaaipu' is invited: faculty, adminPolitical and Economic Developcan Rhythm". This will be followed
istration - and girls, too.
ments in Finland."
by an all-male rendition of "Men
j(ar-hniallows will be roasted
Born in Vasa,
Finland, Mr. are queer creatures — but likeable",
I - cokes sipped during the twoLassenius attended college in Aboi with music compiled by Rachel
liour program which begins at 8
and received his law degree from Eastman. "A Children's Corner"
li'ctock- Highlights will include
Swedish University in that city. will follow with Barbara Muir, Raleonp singing, an orchestra, a male
He is a practicing lawyer in Abo chel Eastman. Jean Gillespie, Shiri'-jr:r- Arthur Knoll on the acand is treasurer of Swedish Uni- ley Freeman, and Edward Balcntine
liian. and several acts in which
versity.
participating. •Interpretations of poelie coeds will steal the spotlight —
Mr. Lassenius' visit to this coun- try will include "Patterns", by Amy
I
singers, and an "all-girl ortry is sponsored by an American Lowell, with Natalie Connor, readlikfstra".
er, music compiled by Rachel EastAt 10 o'clock Chase Hall will be Scandinavian group which has beman, and choreography by Miss
[»;-. for dancing until the usual come interested in the University.
Patricia Rowe. In this selection
The
most
pressing
need
of
the
ISnnrday night hour. The entire
Barbara Muir, dance club president,
University,
a
school
of
700
which,
Ifrogram is scheduled for Chase
will offer a solo with Wendall
in common with most European
Hall in the event of had weather.
Wray, Robert Jones, Dana Jones,
colleges,
is
suffering
a
housing
J The committee in charge, apGrace Ulrich, Arnold Alperstein,
ftointed by the Stu-C, has asked shortage, is a new dormitory.
Richard Zakarian, Jean Gillespie,
liat each man attending carry some
Mr. Lassenius will speak to the and Minnie Chiotinos participating.
Inod, which will be at the bottom local Rotary Club tomorrow afterFollowing the intermission a hu\i Mt. David, up the mountain. It noon and in the Comparitive Govmorous
interpretation of "Oppos
ilso urged that everyone come ernments class in the morning.
Italy in order to get well-estab- Tomorrow evening he will speak in ites attract" will be offered by Rita
fehed before dark. Futhermore, the Room 7, Libbey Forum at 7 Stuart, Robert Jones, Lois Foster,
pnmittee said, it is desired that o'clock. His appearance on the Richard Zakarian, Marjorie Hobart
I entire student body attend the campus is sponsored by the CA and Wendall Wray. One of two
folklore selections will be presented
lial effort in this
direction, Public Affairs Commission.
by the apprentice and a choral
group, followed by a non-fiction
group entitled "Race Prejudice and
There

will

Dance Club Program Friday
Has Poetry, Humor, Folklore

Finnish Speaker
Visits Campus

Itu-C, GA Approve Recommendations
For Next Year's Campus Chest Drive

The recommendations of William
IStringfellow's report on Campus
IGest policy were approved by the
■Student Council Thursday and the
■Clristian Association Cabinet Satiny.

Transition." The program will close
with the second folklore selection
which will include "Lass from the
Low Country, "Lonesome Man,"
"Sweet. Betsy from Pike" and
"Heavenly Grass" which includes
the entire group.

HMBMHBWMMMMIMWimim

The group, under the direction
of Miss Patricia Rowe, dance club
advisor, has been planning and
practicing techniques since fall.
This year has seen the addition of
men to the club for the first time,
most of whom, according to Miss
Rowe, have never been in a modern
dance performance until this year.
The recital will be the final Bates
modern
dance performance for
eight of the ten girls in the club,
the two remaining being Grace Ulrich and Shirley Freeman. This deficit will be filled next year by the
apprentice group which consists of
Jane Kendall, Eleanor Lovejoy,
Priscilla
King,
Beverly Eaton,
Marilyn Shaylor, Margaret Moulton, Dorothy Wood, Grace Grimes,
Phyllis Long, Edith Tobben, Larch
Foxon, Miriam Olson,
Cynthia
Keating, and Virginia Edge.
Costumes for the performance
are under the direction of Margaret
Moulton and Jane Kendall while
music will be provided by Jane
Bower and Rachel Eastman. All
choreography, with the exception
of
"Patterns"
and
"Heavenly
Grass." has been done by the students themselves.

MODERN DANCERS DANA JONES AND BARBARA MUIR

Stu-C Discusses Course
Rating System, Mayoralty
Discussion of book sales, the
mayoralty campaign, freshman orientation policy, and the proposed
course rating system were among
the highlights of the Student Council meeting last Thursday evening
in the Roger Williams conference
room.
Dill Reports Progress

Stringfellow wrote the report on
-The report recommends that
t*Mge Gamble, this year's WSSF behalf of a committee made up of
|»>rman be made chairman of the the new and retired presidents of
' drive.
Stu-C, Stu-G, and the CA.

Wins Caesar Cast Engages In Last Week
p Intensive Preparation For Performances

wthTk'

K Jr; 7s %

chapel

PRESIDENT PHILLIPS PRESENTS DEBATE TROPHY to Charles Radcliffe, William Stringfellow.
Frank Chapman, and Richard Nair, Maine state champs for 1949.

0-At-Ka Conference President Presents Three Major
Offers Religion, Sports Debating Awards In Chapel
Three major debating awards
All students who are planning to
attend the O-At-Ka Conference were presented to the 1947-1948
from June 13 to 19 should fill out and 1948-1949 debate teams by
their application
blanks
before President Phillips in chapel Friday
May 12.
morning.
The purpose of O-At-Ka, sponThe Texas Christian University
sored annually by the New EngAward
for winning the first Naland Student Christian Movement
tional
Recorded
Debate Tournaat East Sebago, Maine, is to examine the problems of mankind as ment went to this year's team, and
President Phillips cited William
they are reflected on college campStringfellow, Charles Radcliffe, and
uses.
Frank Chapman as having particiStudents from all over New
pated in this tournament, winning
England meet for conferences, adsix out of the six debates in which
dresses by Christian leaders, daily
they
took part.
worship services, and periods of
quiet meditation. Swimming, canoeing, sailing, tennis, baseball, and
hiking compose the variety of recreational facilities offered at O-AtKa.
Each student's total cost of attending the conference is $19 of
which the Christian Association

Prof. Quimby's debators also
took the Maine State Title this year
and last year as well. Last year's
State Championship team, said
President Phillips, included William Stringfellow, Charles Radcliffe, Edward Glanz, and Robert
Ahvard. This year's champs, he
said, are Frank Chapman, William
pays half.
Students wishing to attend the Stringfellow, Charles Radcliffe, and
June conference may secure an ap- Richard Nair.
plication
blank
from
Barbara
The president read a statement
Spring in Frye Street House, Arby President Bixler of Corby in
thur Darken in John Bertram, Jean
The class in Play Production is
which he made the award to last
^scholarship from Harvard and
MacLeod in West Parker, or
e
assisting
Miss
Schaeffer
in
the
year's team.
author of two books, Wray
George Cory in Smith Middle.
technical work for "Julius Caesar."

Wording of the ruling adopted
by the faculty is as follows:
"Sophomores, juniors, and seniors
who, in the previous semester, had
a quality point ratio of 3.400 may
have unlimited cuts except on nocut days and for chapel, physical
education, and laboratory work. All
such students will be subject to
the provisions of their departments
for review quizzes and other stated
requirements."
Stu-C Asks 3.200
Last Thursday evening, a day
before the faculty action, the Student Council unanimously passed a
resolution recommending
faculty
consideration of extending the unlimited cut list to include all sophomores, juniors, and seniors with
3.200 QPR's.
Robert Foster," STUDENT
editor-in-chief, appeared before the
council to answer questions on the
cut system change as it was proposed by this newspaper April 20.
"Any changes to be made must be
worked out by the faculty," said
Foster. "But if students are interested in a change along the lines
proposed or have alternate suggestions to offer, they should let faculty members know about it. This
can be done either through personal contact or by letters to the
editor."

- The policy committee would be
responsible for investigating charities, alloting funds on a percentage
basis before the campaign, appointing any functional committees it
deems necessary to carry out the
ssage of the report by the Studrive, and making provision for col■»t Government Board this evelecting donations during or shortly
p* would automatically set up a
after the campaign.
|umpus Che-t policy committee to
The report states that students'
charge of next year's campie". Members of the committee primary obligation should be to stu|*»ld be the Stu<:, Stu-G, CA, dent charities or charities supported
|&s presidents, the CA's World primarily by students.
"lent Service Fund chairman, the
"Under this plan," said Stringfc'
fftor-in-chief of the STUDENT, low, "I think there will be no such
1as many as three others to be mix-ups as we had this year over
("PPointed by the committee.
the Red Cross."

IJrted Artist Discusses
pliqious Ideas Monday

•:».*.:-:

First Time For Men

Allot Funds First

Working under a heavy schedule
of rehearsals since spring vacation,
the cast of "Julius Caesar" is beginning its last full week of intensive activity in the Little Theater.
M
The first performance will be
~- nan
Thursday evening, May 12.
citwl four points
Directed by Miss Schaeffer, the
Ls
""ng. (1) Everyone large cast is headed by Stanley
"mque personality in his- Moody as Brutus, Leon Wiskup as
» J everyone must go through Cassius, Norman Card as Mark Anam am
ount of storm and tony and Norman Buker as Julius
s
s 0r
. moral dileinna, (3) we live Caesar. The two women in the
, "i the present, and (4) all of play, Portia, wife of Brutus, and
Calpurnia, wife of Caesar, will be
|/re destined to die
played by Joan Chanin and Els* speaker enlarged considerft
beth Thomes. Others in the cast in*!""> his last point. "In the
clude William Senseny as Casca,
S.
"e asserted, "it is customLawrence Cannon as Decius, Ber0
eliminate death from our
tram
Palefsky as Cimber, William
Tj" We lfy to rationalize, but Paradis as Trebonius, William Norstill die.
ris as Cinna, Paul Cox as ArtimeMi
"> has ever sought for sotnedorus, Robert Hobbs as Tetinius,
P»*be
"eyond the materialistic
lim- i James
"tions
.
James Andrews
rtnarewa as
a» Cinna
«"—— the Poet,■
10,15 „t «_•
of
^
of his
his pre
present life. Out of\Rich3ld Webber as Servant to An°ping has come an aware- tony, John
•jopmg
John McCune
McCune as
as Popilius
Popilius
of
God. God in the person of Lena, Richard Bellows as Messala,
* Christ has freed man from John Moore as Servant to Caesar,
Imitations of both stress and Roland Gardner as the Soothsayer,
and Charles Radcliffe as Flavius.
lilt n.
V ' »-rite concluded by saying
Adapting the modern precaution
*hen look up into the sky at
introduced
by Orson Welles, which
it
good to think of the
reflects the implication of dictator[■•.'er.ie
as filled with the spirit of
ships and political ambitions, the
r
»ther than empty frightening
play deals primarily with national
upheavals, and the men involved in
^"dall Wray introduced the
'*«■. Mr. Crite held a seven them.

( .;. 3

The faculty voted last Friday evening to give the unlimited
cut privilege to all sophomores, junioYs, and seniors with quality point ratios of 3.400, President Phillips announced today.
This measure, which grants the minimum request made two
weeks ago by the STUDENT, will be in effect at the beginning of next semester, when an estimated 100 names will
appear on the unlimited cut list, about twice as many as are
listed under the present 3.600 rule.

Speakers on the program were
Chester Leone, who explained tourney debating including the National
Recorded Debates; Rae Stillman,
who spoke on the Rhode Island
State Model Congress; and Max
Bell, speaking on the Delta Sigma
Rho Congress in Chicago.
Evelyn Kushner, secretary of the
Debating Counci'. was chairman of
the program.

Frosh Tie For Second
In Dartmouth Debates
Two individual awards were won
by the Bates freshman debate team
debating on Federal World Government at Dartmouth last weekend. Wesleyan was awarded first
prize. Bates tied with Vermont for
second place in this annual New
England tournament for freshmen.
Honors were won by David
Moore, who tied for best individual
speaker, and Carol Jaques, who
was awarded the title of fourth best
speaker in the tournament.
The affirmative team was comprised of Carol Jaques and David
Moore. Lawrence Birns and Stan-

Speaking for the Bookstore Committee, William Dill reported that
the group had reached a tentative
agreement with Mr. Ross and Mrs.
Donovan on a cafeteria style book
sales system for next fall, some of
the books to be packaged ahead of
time according to student orders
made in May. The committee met
Saturday to put its proposals in
writing.
.Members of the Bookstore Committee are Dill, Prescott Harris,
Burton Hammond, and Richard
Nair.
Men Vote For Mayor?
Reporting for the
Mayoralty
Campaign ^Committee, Vice-President Robert Corish told the council that there had been discussion
of not allowing dormitory men to
vote in the election this year. Campaign policy will be more fully discussed at the Stu-C meeting this
evening.
Members of the Mayoralty Campaign Committee are Corish, Herbert Bergdahl, and Richard Scott.
Return To Rules?
Robert Wade and Arthur Koenig,
who compose the Freshman Orientation Committee, both appeared in
discussion to favor a return to enforced freshman rules for men next
fall. "The freshmen will expect
rules," said Corish. "Without them
there's nothing to do around here
in the fall."
Retired Stu-C President William
Stringfellow, who was present at
the meeting, pointed out that the
council's responsibility in freshman
orientation extends beyond the controversy between rules and "traditions". Stu-C members, he said,
should be the leaders in personally
aiding the freshmen in adjustment
to college life.
The possibility of a "big brother" system was considered briefly.
Freshman orientation policy will
be a major topic of discussion at
the Stu-C meeting this evening.
The council also discussed and
approved the course rating plan of
the National Student Association
Committee. The plan and a sample
course rating sheet will be presented to President Phillips this week.

Proposed By STUDENT
Campus controversy over lowering the unlimited cut requirement
began two weeks ago when the
STUDENT proposed "that the unlimited cut list be extended to include all sophomores, juniors, and
seniors with quality point ratios of

3.400, preferably also those with
3.200 averages." Reasons given for
the change were: 1, to encourage
student responsibility; 2, to "provide a more effective barometer of
teacher-competence in the classroom"; 3, to allow for greater student incentive toward high grades.
A day later President Phillips
told the STUDENT that at the
next faculty meeting he would "inquire whether the faculty has
enough interest in the matter to
have it studied by the appropriate
committee next fall. If the faculty
has sufficient interest," he said, "I
shall assign it to committee."
Idea Germination?
The issue was discussed at
women's house meetings during
the weekend. Last Wednesday the
STUDENT printed five letters to
the editor signed by 31 students,
endorsing the proposal or recommending more drastic change.
The advantages and disadvantages of lowering the unlimited cut
requirement were discussed in education classes last week.
Asked to explain the faculty's
immediate action on the proposal,
Dean of Faculty Harry Rowe said,
"I don't know whether it was the
power of the press or the germination of an idea . . . I've been urging
a change like that since 1942."
The cut system has already been
debated at two meetings of the
Student Government Board. This
evening Stu-G may act on a resolution similar to that passed by
Stu-C.

Tear-Long Study May Lead To Basic
Changes In CA; Hear Plans At Casco
lege: 1, interfaith; 2, Protestant,
Catholic, and Jewish, as distinct
traditions; 3, denominational. "The
CA, with its all-campus membership, finds it necessary to appeal to
the campus as much as possible on
an interfaith plane," he said. "The
result is that the distinctly Protestant needs of Protestant students
President Glenn Kumekawa will are often overlooked altogether."
appoint a committee similar to the
campus Amalgamation Committee Plan CA Program
.Most of the two-day retreat was
to undertake the project. It was
devoted to discussion of general
recommended that the group be
plans for CA activities next year.
composed of CA, faculty, Newman
Prominent among these will be
Club, Hillel, and denominational
"an issue of the month" program
club representatives.
within the Public Affairs CommisAuthorization of the study com- sion and a change of the publicity
mittee was a milestone in the two- agency from a commission, with
year-old cabinet controversy over voluntary membership, to a comthe nature and functions of the mittee, with members appointed
CA, in view of its all-campus mem- from the other six commissions.
bership and its national Protestant
The joint cabinet met Saturday
affiliations.
evening and Sunday morning and
Speaking on behalf of the project afternoon. Retiring President NelHome
conducted
Sunday
were Kumekawa, William String- son
fellow, and Robert Foster. String- morning worship, and the final
fellow outlined three levels on session ended with a communion
which needs shall be met in the re- service led by Dr. Painter, CA
ligious life of a non-sectarian col- advisor.
A year-long study of the religious
needs of the campus, which may
lead to basic reorganization of the
Christian Association, was authorized by the joint old-new CA Cabinet in the concluding session of its
retreat at Overlook Farm, Casco,
last weekend.

Stu-G Plans To Improve Constitution, Increase
Activities; Discusses Amalgamated Plan, Cuts
The Women's Student Government board discussed next year's
program at last Wednesday evening's meeting. Suggestions for expanding the social activities sponsored by Stu-G will be looked into
further by President Rae Walcott.
Among the suggested program
changes were more Sunday coffees
after coed dining, final banquet for
the entire association, and a coed
reception for freshmen.

The plan for an amalgamated
student government was explained
to the new board.
Janet Hayes, Joan Hutton, and
Judith Litchfield were appointed to
the Rules Committee. This commitee will makes changes in the constitution suggested by the old
board.
The course rating sheet, drawn
up by the National Student Association Committee, was presented
and approved by the board.
Rae distributed room slips which
ley Patterson upheld the negative.
The freshmen debaters will be were filled out at this week's house
hosts- to the Northampton High meetings.
The board also discussed the
School team this week-end.

Spofford Holds
SupperAt Union
Tuesday evening the Spofford
Club held its annual supper meeting at the Women's Union, with 30
members and guests attending.
Prof.
Whitbeck
addressed
the
group on the subject "Dostoyevsky's Timeless World", a discussion dealing with the development
of the Russian novel, as illustrated by Dostoyevsky.
Nancy Norton-Taylor headed the
supper committee, aided by William
Dill and William Nprris. Presidentelect Ralph Mills introduced the
speaker.
The club's final meeting of the
year will take place next Tuesday
evening at Dr. Wright's home.
STUDENT proposal for unlimited
cuts.
Rae and Florence Lindquist will
attend the New England Women's
Student Government Conference at
Colby this weekend.
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Players Present Caesar As First
Of Bard's Tragedies In Ten Years

Pete* Pew****

News From Sampsonvilh
By Bill Norris

Poets beware
Spring is sprung
The eagle and the stork arrived some manner, t0 5ay
(FOUNDED IN 1873)
Fall is fell - - simultaneously last Staurday when 55 per cent of the SaaniPS0! °
Editor-in-Chief
Summer is here
Donald Bradford W*bber met h who are leaving for g0od" •%«*,
ROBERT FOSTER '50
the stage will be dark and the cast
And if s hot as last year
By Midge Harthan
"Friends, Romans,
The wives would a!so'like
Managing Editor
Business Manager
This has been a most uneventful mother 1 CMC hosp.ta Rep°rts
will play on a series of three levels
And Countrymen"
Prof.
Berkelman a
have
it
that
young
Don
will
bat
left
Although
Shakespearean
drama
H
FLORENCE LINDQUIST '50
WILFRED BARBEAU '51
•which will give some indication as week of faux pas - - - everyone .s
Dr. fc,
Throughout the play we see the
base. Our know that they a
is not new to Bates, the presentaNews Editor
Associate Editor
PPrecia,e,, "»!
to the change of locale. The most retaining natural dignity - - -ex- handed and play first
%
tion of "Julius Caesar" will mark effect of orators and events on a interesting effects will be done cept for the comments that have congratulations to Donald and Car- cooperation the other
CHARLES CLARK '51
RICHARD NAIR '51
Seems as if the sclieduu/VS
the first Shakespearean tragedy in volatile mob. At the beginning of with lighting. John May, with the been coming in about the column roll.
Feature Editor
Sports Editor
by Dr. Crowley came at ,h N
the las.t ten years. Past production the play a general dissatisfaction help of newly-acquired equipment,
BETTY DAGDIGIAN *51
ROBERT WADE '50
some say it's too cutting - with Caesar is shown, until he enSoftball
Sidelights
time as the showing 0f ue„Sil««
of
"Merchant
of
Venice",
"Taming
Art Editor
Make-Up Editor
has planned an elaborate light plot some say too conservative
ters
in
a
procession.
At
the
time
and
Juliet" in the L
Rubbing
alcohol
and
hot
towels
of ithe Shrew", "As You Like It",
which will heigb-ten the dramatic some say to long and some, too
»WILLIAM PERKINS '49
JOAN McCURDY '51
«atr
of
the
killing,
the
onlookers
rush
are
the
order
of
the
day
with
the
so
it
was arranged. Bart*," (>
and "Twelfth Night" have been
short
to all who are dissatisCirculation Manager
effect of the play.
about
in
confusion
and
wild
animacolorful displays of Shakespeare's
ROBERT DAVIS '51
Bates audiences will see perhaps fied, I humbly apologize
and ushering in of the softball season. liams to Dr. Wright t0 pr • *$■
Bft
comedies. (Present Bates audiences tion until Brutus calmly explains the largest expanse of stage ever suggest they send in any gems for Most of the softball team did their kelman, to have a special °i "
Associate News Editors
his actions and since he is the
footwork collecting tickets at the after the lecture. The Uplif*
RAYMOND SENNETT '51 - - - Assembly and Chapel Programs will remeantoer the all-girl producused in the Little Theatre. All su- me to twist as best I can
most respected Roman they beBetter Homes Show at the Armory ety, as the wives who attend J*
Before it gets too warm for
perfluous equipment has been movJEAN JOHNSON '51
Christian Association tion of "As You Like It" in IMS,
lieve
him.
last week. Larry Cannon said that lectures call themseh,.,
jackets, we should mention
themselves, Uf "**
ANNE BLAISDELL '52 - - - - Defeating, Science, Publications and the delicate coloring and lyriced so that every inch available will
The mob is in sympathy -with
our
pitching
hope,
Harry
Williams,
grateful.
Dr.
Crowley
gave S(m aJ
ism
of
"Twelfth
Night"
in
1»4€.
George
and
Penny's
husband
be used to give the effect of spaceAssistant News Editors
(
Brutus, until Mark Antony through
will
be
in
shape
due
to
extensive
his
impressions
of
the
recent u"1
In
contrast
to
the
past
producand
wife
shirts
quite
the
stage.
Even
part
of
an
old
dressing
EDMUND BASHISTA '51
Administration
clever
handling
of
sentiments,
and
roadwork.
convocation.
The
next
meetii,
latest thing in casual wear
JEAN MacKINNON '52
Club Activities tion.-, the current play will be preroom has been sacrificed to give
sympathy arouses the appeased
Ted Belsky was up this weekend,
MELISSA MEIGS '51
Musk, Class Activities sented as a swift-moving tragedy
Speaking of the Home Show, be held on Thursday. May/?
more
room.
mob to a frenzy against Brutus and
which
involves
political
ideals
verroaring
around
in
a
neat
little
runAssistants to the Business Manager
the embarrassing moment of the Krinsley will speak on rjni'
Every effort will lie made by the
they are prepared to kill the consus personal ambitions.
about
nice
to
see
him
again
LAURENCE BIRNS '52
EDITH PENNUCCI '51
week
belongs to Ann Gordon. tentative title, "Tale- hnr^"
spirators. Shakespeare shows, the cast and the director to make this
Pacific".
*
The
spring
concert
last
Fri"The
Evil
That
Men
Do
JANE SEAMAN '51
Seems as if little Diane mistook a
universal capacity of the clever performance a gripping, swift perday
night
was
Mr.
Waring's
Published weekly at Chase Hall, Bates College, during the college year. Lives After Them"
Like
A
Chess
Game
certain display of bathroom fixtures
orator to sway mobs in the direc- formance which should be a dralast presentation before leaving
This production resembles the
Telephone 4-8621 (Sundays only). Printed 'by the Auburn Free Press,
for the real thfhg, and. while her
matic experience for Bates audiWelcome back to the
tion
desired.
Bates for Wellesley - - - a nice
99 Main Street, Auburn. Entered as second-class matter at the Lewiston Orson Welles version in that it
mother wasn't looking, quickly Joneses. They will move
ences.
In keeping with the tragic mood,
into fl„
program it was, too - - - we
emphasizes political implications
Post Office Jan. 30, 1913, under the act of March 3, 1879.
slipped off her overalls and headed apartment vacated by
which are pertinent today. Politiwish him lots of success and
A member of the Associated Collegiate Press.
for that certain fixture. Ann discov- The Fairfields moved -"Htm
into ft,
hope he will carry his new
cal demagoguery in Caesar's time
ered her intentions in time to save Painters' old apartment
while a,
briefcase on to even greater
as today resulted in violence and
the day for all concerned. As sh; Painters moved into the a
PartmeB,
strife. Although Orson Welles
glory - - was hustled off to the "little girls' left vacant when the
The faculty voted last Friday evening to lower the quality pointed his interpretation toward
Annettes
The only little drama of every- room", Diane couldn't quite under- moved to Auburn —
complicate,}-.
point ratio requirement for unlimited cuts from 3.600 to 3.400. the Fascist doctrine that was prevday life Friday night was the closed stand her mother's red face, the
For those who think Sampson,^
This change is something which Dean Rowe has favored for alent, the ideas inherent in the
piano when Edie Routier was ready perspiration on the salesman's forewill be a deserted village
seven years. In our opinion it is a good trial measure. Its play are applicable to any political
»ttt
to play her solo
but thanks to head, and the laughter of those
September — Mr. Sampson sayi
passage a short nine days after the STUDENT'S initial pro- situation in which terrorism is a
an enterprising young gentleman watching the incident.
there isn't a single vacancy in SJJ
posal demonstrates more graphically than anything we can vital part.
from the pit
the music came
Community pride j. jn evidaw i
Thank
You
Notes
say that the faculty, by and large, is open minded to student "This Was The
out all right - - too.
Among others seen rakW
ideas and student cooperation.
The
girls
in
the
Ball
and
Chain
Saturday's
Spanish
Fiesta
Noblest Roman Of Them AH"
In view of student opinion, we trust that the unlimited cuts
Club would like to thank all the fel- lawns and cleaning up the Pm^
was a great success with lots of
In Brutus we see the most proquestion will still be assigned to committee next fall for de- found conflict .between a man's
lows who aided their Cake Sale by were Chet Leone, George Stewart
color, music, and flowers - - tailed study, as President Phillips has said it would be "if the ideals and what he unust do to
their purchases. The affair was a Phil Gordon, and John Mc&rtlii
not to mention the dancing
faculty shows sufficient interest". We have hopes that such maintain them. It is Brutus' strugsuccess — as was last year's sale. What we need is a supply 0f fo.
after seeing Minnie and Zeke's
a study by a faculty committee will lead to extension of the gle to reconcile his task of assassiLast year's profit went towards the proof garbage cans and our appear.
samba, everyone decided to go
privilege — and the responsibility — to an even greater num- nating his ibest friend with wha/t
purchase of our backyard play pen ance problems will be just about
to Spain for dancing lessons
ber of students.
—
this year's profit will be used, in solved.
--the
whole
program
was
he considers to be best for the
The use to which the 3.400 students put their new privilege state.
enjoyable - - - along with
next semester will doubtless have an effect on this committee's
Tony's jokes - - In contrast to the other conspiradecisions.
Then there's the one about the
tors Brutus, brings himself to as(Meeting this evening at 8
girl
who got hungry after she was
sassinate Caesar only as a means
o'clock in the Roger Williams
ready for bed
so she rolled up
of preserving the general good of
conference room.)
her flannels under her coat and
Twelve new members were
The fine performance of the music societies in their annual Rome. His chief weakness is his
went
seeking
sustenance
she
Report on plans for coed
elected to the Outing Club Council
Spring Concert last Friday gives us a welcome opportunity failure to realize the lack of noble
forgot about the open flap in the
smoker Saturday.
last Wednesday. The new members,
to thank Director of Music Peter Waring for his two years of purpose in the men surrounding
back
of her coat and caused quite a
representing the Freshman Class,
service to the college — years which will not soon be forgotten him. The motivation of the other
Appointment of Liaison
sensation as she roared out the
are: Anne Elliot, Doris Hardy,
by the many students who have known him and worked under conspirators is colored by envy,
Committee.
door of the Hobby Shoppe
Carolyn Carlson, Florence Dixot
his guidance.
jealousy, and private grievance.
Discussion
of
mayoralty
With due apologies to Mike,
Cynthia Keating. Dorothy Wood
We were sorry to hear that Mr. Waring will be leaving the
Cassius, the instigator of the
campaign policy.
I would like to present a definiAlan Glass, Eugene Harley. WeiBates faculty in June. His decision to resign was prompted conspiracy, resents Caesar's growDiscussion of freshman orition — courtesy of one of our
ton Burquest. William Paige, Join
by a desire to continue his formal education. "It isn't easy to ing ambition and power as a threat
entation policy.
coeds
concerning
the
cofMcDonald, and John Blake.
leave," he told a STUDENT reporter last month. "I've really to his own liberty. Cassius is. never
fee - - - its function is to reenjoyed my work among the students and faculty here."
A letter will be sent to incoming |
at rest when he beholds a man
move the enamel from your
The enjoyment has been mutual.
freshmen informing them about
greater than himself.
teeth and deposit it on the roof
A man who can coax jazz out of the Bates Chapel organ, a
the activities of the Outing Qnk
Cassius may be termed more
of your mouth
man who calmly asks his audience, "Do you mind leaving?" practical than Brutus. He is cerduring the college year, it was anWalker Heap throws a mean
alter an Orphic performance, a man whose whole bearing
(Meeting 7 o'clock this evenounced.
tainly clever in his initial appeal
curve - - - seems he was pitching
beams good will wherever he goes — such a man is sure to be
ning in the Women's Union.)
Last weekend Edith Pennucci
«o Brutus for the conspiracy. He
apples at the Wilson cabin party,
as well liked elsewhere as he has been at Bates.
Discussion of Freshman
and David Kuhn attended a confinds the physical weakness of Caeand during the course of one of its
Rules.
ference at Old Lyme, Conn., a!
sar incompatible with the high
travels, the apple hit the table,
Discussion
of
Campus
which
outing clubs from some of'
power that Caesar has gained. He
Genie Rollins, and Miss Rowe's
Chest.
the New England colleges were
To have or not to have freshman rules for men — that is cannot tolerate injustice which has LEON WISKUP and STANLEY MOODY who will play the gingerale glass - - - perhaps the
represented.
the question on which the Student Council will continue de- been caused by one man.
NSA News.
parts or Brutus and Cassius in the Robinson Players production baseball team could use him
hate this evening.
Latest thing in fads around
Antony, who remains loyal to of "Julius Caesar".
After three years of this controversy, the upperclassmen Caesar, and by permission of Bruhere is blowing the many-colorare becoming very familiar with the arguments. Many of them tus is allowed to make the second
ed bubbles - - - very cute to see
Fri., May 6: Dance Recital
doubtless hoped last spring that the question was settled for funeral oration, and thus becomes
the big clowns chasing the
Alumni Gym, 8:00. Department ol
some time to come. But judging from the Stu-C meeting last the leader of the opposition which
lighter-than-air balls
around
(Beat the finals deadline)
Sociology. Talk and Lecture on
Thursday, all is decidedly not settled.
- - - has completely replaced
upholds Caesar's tradition. He beman
who
poses
as
the
comrade
of
Finland, Libbey, 4:30.
By
Raymond
Sennett
See
our
assortment
of
guns,
Bill Perham, Dana Jones, Bill Dill, Bill Norris, and Art comes a political opportunist and
the yo-yo.
Sat., May 7: WAA College
the proletariat. This deified head
ropes,
and
razors
with
each
cash
Sunday
was
the
holy
day
of
the
Koenig told the STUDENT before all-college elections that leader of a strong army.
Must be off to greener pasSports Stag. Meeting of Maine
of a band of fanatics who hasnt'
purchase.
Free,
absolutely
free
the
world's
smelliest
tyranny,
the
Sothey were generally in favor of the system of unenforced tra- J.I s Caesar Thou
tures - - remarkable new book, "1001 Ways Philosophers, Women's Union.
viet Union. Originally May day was taken time to consider the interditions initiated last fall. At the same time Bob Corish and rt Mighty Yet"
Miss Fire - - ests
of
anyone
but
himself
since
to Die." All gruesome money back 9:00 a. m. - 5:00 p. m. Men's Co-ed
celebrated
in
Europe
as
a
sort
of
"Buzz ' Harris chalked themselves up for a return to enforced
Although Caesar is killed early international workers' holiday. The the October Revolution.
in 30 days if not completely satis- Smoker, Mt. David.
tic
workers
and
peasant
organizafreshman rules. Dick Scott and Bob Wade made no stateSun., May 8: Freshman Class
in the play, hds violent death Communists have made it a hollow Communists And Hitler
fied. Morge, Graveshead & Tombtions and the Church.
ments.
Party, Thorncrag, 2:00. Bowdoin
causes
reverberations
which
recur
stone,
Ltd.,
13
Gallows
Street,
mockery.
Stalin,
not
fascism,
not
The
Communists
do
not
really
Ask
the
Communists
who
were
On the surface then, it would seem that five of the nine
throughout the play. References to capitalism, not Wall Street, is the responsible for the rise of Hitler. fear fascism. They have too much Lewiston.
Student Concert, Chapel.
council members favor the traditions system and will, if need
the
Ides
of
March,
appearance
of
real
betrayer
of
the
interests
of
in
common.
The
Hungarian
Nazi
They even joined forces with the
be, vote down any minority.
Caesar's Ghost, and the words of the working people. Since the days Nazis to destroy the Social Demo- party was taken almost en masse
Just A Reminder
Brutus and Cassius as they die of the mad Roman emperor Cali- cratic party. Their only mistake into the Communist ranks after
But at last week's Stu-C meeting, Corish spoke eloquently show his pervading influence. Im- gula, no human being has received was to underestimate Hitler. The this past war. The same thing hapon behalf of rules enforced to the hilt. It appeared that he mediately after the assassination the abject adulation that Stalin
Communists' worst enemies have pened in eastern Germany. Comwas winning over some of the newer system's advocates.
ICassius reflects on the killing demands and receives. This is the always been independent democra(Continued on page four)
We do not believe that pre-election statements should which has had so imany likenesses
necessarily be considered binding in this case. The election since Caesar's time.
clearly was not decided on the freshman orientation issue
"How many ages hence
a'one. We acknowledge the right of a council member to
Shall this our lofty scene be
change his mind — with sufficient reason.
acted over
The STUDENT takes this opportunity merely to remind
In states unborn and accents
Stu-C members of their pre-election statements. These, along
yet unknown."
with many other considerations, should have bearing on the
decisions made this evening or within the next few weeks.
We urge that all suggestions be aired before Stu-C members
Wed. and Thurs. - May 4 and 5
Wed. - Thurs. - Fri. - Sat.
Thurs., Fri., Sat. - May 5-6-7
before, not after, the decisions are made. The council's meetElm Hotel - Auburn
Rusty
Saves
A
Life
T.
Donaldson
"LITTLE WOMEN"
May 4, 5, 6, 7
ing this evening is open, as usual, to all men students.
ICE CREAM
Mr. Pcabody and the Mermaid
- starring "WHISPERING SMITH"
Reopened - Remodeled
W. Powell, A. Blythe June Allyson - Margaret O'Brien
Alan Ladd - Brenda Marshall
Parlor Open Daily
Fri. and Sat. - May 6 and 7
Elizabeth Taylor - Janet Leigh
10 A. M. to 10 P. M.
Ranger and the Lady - Roy Rogers
Sun., Mon., Tues., Wed.
Sun. - Mon. - Tues.
Flaxy
Martin
V.
Mayo,
Scott
May 8-9-10-11
Banana Splits - Sundaes
"KISS THE BLOOD
unintentional — and I hope this
May 8, 9, 10
Sun., Mon., Tues. - May 8, 9, 10
Lewiston
corrects it. All of us who know 56 Elm St.
Excellent Food - Courteous Service
OFF MY HANDS"
Wake of the Red Witch
To the editor of the STUDENT: him look forward to the return of
"SOUTH OF ST. LOUIS"
Tel. 2-0885
- starring John Wayne
I fear that there was an unfor- the "smiling Irishman" next fall.
Joel McCrea - Alexis Smith
Tucson
Jimmy Lydon Burt Lancaster - Joan Fontaine
tunate oversight made in chapel We all miss him on the debating
last Friday when the debating hon- council.
(Five Piece Band)
Charles Radcliffe
ors were being passed out. SomeANZA BLAISDELL
how, the services of Dick McMahon were not mentioned. Since
S. S. Woodbury, Prop.
THINKS COOPER'S HAMBURGERS
PLAN YOUR NEXT DINNER - DANCING DATE
Dick and I were usually partners,
particularly this year, I feel that I To the editor of the STUDENT:
ARE JUST WONDERFUL
— at the —
may best make amends.
MAKING SANDWICHES
Fancy Groceries and
It seems to me that the new
Selling All Beverages
Much of our team's success this editorial policy of the STUDENT
last year (and even before this) is especially encouraging to all of
Confectionery
Open 7 A. M. to Midnight
was due to Dick's outstanding us at Bates'— students, faculty,
AUBURN, ME.
7 Days A Week
ELM HOTEL
ability as a debater. His fine speak- and administrators — who are sin249 Main St
Tel. 4-8332
SABATTUS STREET
ing, quick thinking, and forensic cerely interested in every- effort to
LEWISTON
203 COLLEGE STREET
cleverness went far in gaining promote in concert a continually
eastern U. S. honors in the Ver- progressive program at Bates.
mont tournament last fall — and
By exploring thoroughly all facts
national honors in the recorded de- and appreciating all sides in cerFor That . . .
'COMPLETE BANKING SERVICE"
bates this winter. As my partner he tain issues and by reporting them
R.
pulled me out of many deep holes well through editorial comment,
EVENING SNACK
in close debates. I cite the fact the STUDENT will do much to
WARD BROS
DRUGS
CHEMICALS
that he got a majority of the "best continue to foster responsible
speaker" awards at the Vermont thought and constructive action on
BIOLOGICALS
Three minutes From Campus
tournament as an index to his our campus.
"She's wen dressed ... she buys her
ability.
Recently in chapel I indicated
LEWISTON — MAINE
95 ELM ST.
4 Registered Pharm***"
Dick is one of the finest debaters that I felt we ALL must realize
clothes at WARD BROS."
I have had the pleasure to debate that we are a part of, and a part7:00 A. M. to'5:30 P. M.
MAIN ST. at BATES ST.
with — and a fine fellow all the ner in, the educational process here
We
Solicit
the
Business
of
Bates
Students
way around. The oversight in at Bates. Each of us is responsible
Phone 2-5612
Tel. 3-0031
(Continued on page four)
chapel I am sure was completely
■'•

Unlimited Cuts

Stu-C Agenda

Peter Waring

Elect Twelve Freshmen
To Outing Club Council

Stu-G Agenda

Traditions Or Rules?

Calendar

End It All Now!

Politics Preferred

The New

Hunt
Room

THEATRES

EMPIRE

STRAND

AUBURN

GEORGE ROSS

COMPLETE DINNERS served daily
including Sundays
Meals 75c, 95c and up

Letters To The Editor

McMahon Overlooked

Dancing Every Night 8 -12

I .

Boston Tea Store

GOSSELIN'S
GROCERY

Progressive Program

COOPER'S

HUNT ROOM

WARDS

LEWISTON TRUST CO.

Ray's I.G.A. Store

W. CLARK CO
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Island Here

Mf

«.. SUm Somerville
Game

KSfefct
| * •„ the first game

of the two
dfiW 'd trip into Vermont by the
M?"*"- 5..'. The Bobcats werj
I*0" d leg weary after their long
■lirf'an. (0 the Green Mountain
V1 '" I found that the batting
!•:- »hic h they were not able

THREE

Intramural Softball Underway;
12 Games Planned For The Week

Tomorrow

in the
the seventh
seventh on
r>„ singles
-^-._ by
.....
in
Valo '
ns and Perry, with a wa.k to Hamel sandwehed in between. A vicio™

^* »»

Freshmen Win 5-0
Over Bridgton

hne dnve by Parent was snaredT
y
the pttcher to prevent further
■ng m this inning.
Leach pitched good ba„ fe
weakened .n that one inning. If he
The frosh haseballers racked up
continues to pitch as well, with the
N
°H 4 '"* "N!** blanking a„
aid of a few .more runs Bates cou.d
we..sbe a contender i„ the state e"ing Bridgton Academy nine 5-0

By Al Dunham

Frosh Thinclads
Defeat Deering

Many Bates sponts enthusiasts
remember Jo-Jo LaRochelle but it
is another member of the LaRo.
chelle clan who is now stirring on
the Bobcat sports scene. William
LaRochelle,
better
known
as
"Wimpy", is a stocky 5 ft. 7 in. 166
pounder.

19-3 in the third contest of the
night.

The thirty-six game Intramural
Mass., where he was born some 22
Although it is still a bit early in
sofUball schedule got under way
years ago. He was also a threethe schedule to prophesy or prelast Monday evening. The three insport man in high school where he
dict the possible outcome of the
gave his talents to football, baseaugural games were played under
1949 Softball play, everyone may
ball and basketball. After graduafavorable climatic conditions, and
Although there were no spectacwatch
the progress of the re!
t;i* ' bef re rhe
tion from high school he was callgame reaiiy
ular records established in the for that matter just one of the four spective teams by coming over to
ed by Uncle Sam's Navy where he Prosh-Deering track meet Thurs- scheduled night's play were postI" " Kewman, the Middlebury
m
th6ir
fifth
Garcelon Field on the nights of
^counter of the
served active duty on a heavy
day, the freshmen won their first poned because of inclement wea- play, and take a gander at some
T'V^tood the Bates batters on
season.
cruiser.
"Wimpy" hails from Methuen,
Jr head?, yielding only two
victory of the spring season, 56-36. ther. Any and all of the postponed good Softball.
Wimpy
first
attracted
attention
Gene
Harley, Bill Rust, and Nate games will be played at the first
1*2 - and string out ten.
Coach Huether-, boys excelled fa,
f ! 1,,e game with
last
year
a
a
hard-tackling
back
s
Boone
took firsts in the mile, 440, opportunity, and notice must be
' ,ei open '
an departments, especially pitcn_ liliP
for
the
frosh
football
squad.
From
tin. (ir>: inning when Hamel
and 320 yard low hurdles respec- taken of the dorm bulletin boards
** Buzz Harris and Andy Mac.
I
pitch, Larochelle sacthere, he took a berth with the tively. ReliaJble Nate Boone also for the exact dates.
ua* h« by a
Aul-ffe shared mound duty. and the
econd, he went to
freshman cagers, exhibiting a good took first in the hundred (11 sec.),
Ud hi"" l0 se
On diamond oae last Monday
By Joel Price
academy crew were able to touch
By Martie Rayder
an error and scored
one-hand push shot. Wimpy didn't the 220 yard dash, and the broad
cm
on
night Mitchell took the measure of
The
Babcat
ne-tmen
commenced
eW
MiddIebur
show
his
baseball
wares
last
year;
jump
(20
ft.
1
in.).
The
880
was
a
them
for
only
two
hits.
Both
pitchI ttfs it"»
''''•
y tied
Foul or fair — we're bound to
the JB aggregation 9-7, with the
but this season he has garnered a tie between Harley and O'Brien
f^in ,heir half of the first, but their IMS season last weekend ers held the loser* in straightlosers making a vain attempt at have weather, whether or not—with
as
they
engaged
in
two
matches
starting position on the Garnet while Manter placed tnird. Third
' « wok the lead again in the
balmy days preferred. W.A.A.'ers
against the junior varsity racquet- jacket fashion. It was Harris' first
baseball nine, playing either sec- places in the mile, 440, and 220 overtaking the College Street crew
error
by
the
pitcher,
■;.'.; V an
especially are hoping for the King
in
a
four-run
last
half
of
the
sevaction
of
the
spring,
but
by
no
ond or short. Also he is one of the were won by Dukakis. Mansfield
jlloived Larochelle to reach men from Harvard. Both .times the
of Raindrops to refrain from weepenth.
At
the
same
time,
on
diaGarnet
emerged
on
the
losing
means the last. MacAuliffe extend,
leading hitters of the club, hover- and Onque.
■ ijal-e]y. He advanced to second
ing so that plans for another ining around the .300 mark. He cerIn the field events Bob Cage. mond two, North eked out a 4-2 tercollegiate playday may bear
LCnnnane walked and scored on aide by scores, of 6-3 and 8-1.
ed his runless streak to sixteen
win
over
the
Roger
Billers.
Due
to
tainly seems to be a strong point nello and John Small also contribOpening up their trip Friday, the innings, and has allowed only four
ELr's ground ball that was an
fruit. Saturday, May 7 will find a
c
in the Pondmen's attack.
uted to the Bates score by taking a lack of internal communication delegation here at Academia Batesall the scoring for Cats were victorious in one of the hits and five walks in that stretch.
r That wa
and
misunderstanding
the
Faculty
^ Middlebury put fielding mis- singles matches but copped two
ina playing host to U. of M. and
Wimpy is only a sophomore and two firsts and a third respectively.
failed to field a complete team at
Stan Ladd started the offensive,
walks and four hits together out of the three doubles contests.
Colby in the second of a series of
has two more years of sports in Cagenollo took first in the discus
diamond three, thus awarding a
Captain Bob strong was in good leading off in the first with a sinjjoduce the margin of victory.
these playdays. Jo Holmes, assistfront of him before he dons the and shot while Small took a third
win by forfeit to Sampsonville.
\d Coshnear started his first form as he set back Tobias of Har. gle. Norm Hammer nudged him
ed by Jane Kendall of the new
, I cap and gown. "Wimpy" is a His- in the javelin. In both field and
The
Tuesday night brace of games board, has had charge of the necon the mound for Bates and vard in straight sets, 6-4, 6-3.
tory and Government major and running events the frosh seem to
down to second with a well-placed
were rained out, and will be play- essary arrangements for the affair
^h he gave only six hits, his Strong then teamed with "Acewe all look forward to hearing a have enough potential power to
sacrifice bunt. Then Douglas exed in the near future.
make
this
spring
season
a
successand announces the following proBailey
to
capture
his
doubles
enluj^s kept him in trouble, along
lot more from him in the Bates
ful and profitable one.
gram:
fair weather — tennis in the
! sports world.
Kj six errors made by his team- counter, 7*. 6-3. The sophomore ploded a two-bagger, Ladd scoring
'Last year's provisional champs
William "Wimpy" LaRochelle
— Merrill Nearis
A. M. and Softball in the afterg6. Ted showed signs of some combination of Bobby Greene and the ice-breaker. John Wettlaufer
from South dropped Sampsonville
I
— Ralph Cate
noon; rainy weather — indoor deck
^i pitching and will be a great Mike Stephanian proved them- slashed out another vicious double,
in the 220 a little while later. 14-2 on Wednesday night, giving a tennis and pingpong in the morning
I to Coach Pond's weak mound selves, a capable twosome as they sending Douglas swiftly home, and
After winning his heat, Bill raced fair indication of their potentiali- with basketball to replace the afbattled their way to a hard-earned
the final in a blistering 21.8 sec- ties. John Sullivan's Off-Campus ternoon's Softball.
at innings' end the bases were left
|li general the fielding was slop- «"*, 6-3 truimph. The five Garnet
onds. This time ties both the local squad gained an 8-1 decision over
saturated after Dick Berry and
lot two beautiful defensive losers in the singles were all whipInclement weather or rib, the
track record and also the state the Faculty that same evening. On
Bob Putnam got on.
t were turned in by Perry and pea in straight sets. Craig topped
the same bill Middle defeated Splash Party scheduled for May 12
record.
Ljane. Perry caught a fly 'ball in Bailey, 6-4. <W; Hatton Ibested
Ladd turned the crank again in
By Art Hutchinson
The 880 was another fast and Roger Bill in an 18.1« scoring will take place from 8:30 to 9:30 in
Home was high scorer for the BobLr and threw out a man who Warren Stevenson, 6-4, 6.3; Reese the second frame, reaching on the
the Auburn Y. M, C. A. pool.
In one of the best track mecls cats and Bates' only doubie winner. punishing race. After McLaren of spree on the other diamond.
flagged up trying to make third. repulsed Bob LaPointe, 6-2, 6-2; second sacker"s flub, and stealing held at Bates in recent years, a
Further information will be reVermont
set
a
punishing
pace
folHis crowd-pleasing performances
North and JB played to an 8-8 leased in next week's column. NorIfcaane went to his right and Zinsser took the measure of Boh second base. Then Norm Hammer strong University of Vermont team
lowed
by
Bates'
Hal
Moores,
Mawon both the mile and two mile
tie on Thursday, the game being ma Reese is in charge of the prottanded a waist high line drive Green, 6.2, 6-1; and Hubbard set stepped into a grooved one and dominated both field and track
races, both of them by good mar- honey then took the lead to win the called at the end of eight innings
ceedings.
[table the man off first base.
back Stephanian. 6-1, 6-0. The sole hanged a run-scoring single over events to win over the Middlebury, gins. Bud's was the outstanding in- race, and Moores caught the fadtr- was mentally and physical- Bates doubles loss came as Bram- the shortfielder's glove. At the end Bates,
ing McLaren to gain second place. because of darknessr This game,
and Colby aggregations. dividual performance of the day.
The annual Hare and Hound
\ tied from the long trip and hall and Baenn whipped Stevenson of two, it was 3-fl, Bobkittens.
Although Bates as a team was also, will be replayed In the near Chase is set for May 15. May
Vermont scored 60 points to 32 for
The ever reliable Hugh Mitchell
idebnry took full advantage of and LaPointe, 6-3, 623.
Middlebury, 29 for Bates, and 14
not outstanding, the stellar per- future. Mitchell made it two wins Whitelaw and Betty Daniels will
added 8 more points by winning the
In the fifth stanza the Garnettes- for Colby.
formances of Home, Sawyers, Mit- in as many starts by dropping plan this year's chase, which, briefThe following day the Cats met kicked more dust into the eyes of
discus and placing second in the
mt Game
chell, and Moores should promise Sampsonville 12-7 that same eve- ly, is to be an all day affair with
Many excellent times were turned
the same team stocked with sev- the
Bridgtoners.
Douglas
and in. The competition was keen, the shot put. Hugh's winning distance both them and Bates lots of points ning. South continued to roll as
files played good baseball in the
an extra special spot for the end of
eral new personnel. The Garnet's, Wettluafer got on via the misplay
in the discus was 126' 10'A".
in the forthcoming State Meet.
they met and defeated Roger Bill the trail.
weather warm, and the track fast.
game of their road trip
game, on a whole, was visibly off, route, and Berry bunted a single
In the running events, the 220,
The 880 was run in 1:56.5, the 440
Last the University of Vermont.
as it captured but a single match, down the third base line. With
in 50.7, and the 220 in 21.8. All of 440, and 880 were the most excitk left eight runners on base and
that as "Ace" Bailey triumphed in three on, Fred Phillips sliced a these times are the best seen at ing events of the meet, and Bates
Visit SEARS during
■ couldn't knock them it. Bates
a singles engagement, 6-1, 8-6. clean single to right, good for two Bates in many meets.
runners figured prominently in ail
pit the Catamounts 7 to 4, but
Harvard's Dick
Hatton
forced more counts. That ended the frosh
Once again. Bates suffered from three races.
t fielding and good pitching in
9 DAYS OF VALUES!
"Nag" Strong to surrender to his scoring for the afternoon.
a
lack of depth. Up until the last
Ji dutch held the Bobcat at bay.
Bill Sawyers, who scored 8 points
(May 5 through May 14)
slow style of play and subjugated
event, the broadjump, Bates lei in the meet, ran neck and neck with
I - -inglcd in the first, went
Dick Berry, sporting a fat .400
Bob in three s.etSv 3.6, 6-3, 6-3. The
RECORD
NEW LOW PRICES
Middlebury
by
two
points.
The
Vermont's Mahoney until he was
T third on Porter's double and
locals were blanked in the doubles at this writing, and Stan Ladd, subsequent failure of the Bobcats
Throughout the Store
cut
out
on
the
first
turn.
Bill
made
|ndon Parent's fly to left field.
and the remainder of the singles, with .316, were the only Kittens to to score in that event lost second a desperate effort to catch the fal■ont found Dave I.each's slants
hit twice. There were four other place for Bates.
all in two-set contests.
tering Mahoney on the backstretch.
Ukt fourth and put four hits and
Phone 4-4041
safe drives, including a two-bagger
Despite
the
two
losses,
the
expeBud Home, Hugh Mitchell, Bill but he couldn't quite make it. The
Dj^I^'DAIsiLiE
: together to score three men
by
Wettlaufer,
who
is
also
batting
rience
gained
by
the
netmen
was
Sawyers,
and
Hal
Moores
account
Orchestra
Fri. & Sat. - 8-12
time was a fast 507 seconds. Bill
SEARS, ROEBUCK and CO, 212 Main St., Lewiston
i proved to be the margin of
.400. Phillips, with .308, is the only ed for all of the Bates scoring.
invaluable
and
they
should
fare
redeemed
himself
with
a
vengeance
Bates rallied to score one
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considerably better in their tilts other man above .300.
with Tufts and Maine this week.
— John Davenport
Norris-Hayden Laundry
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Vermont Wins Four-Way
Meet; Bates Takes Third
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May Economy Festival

Fountain Specials ...

|I0DERN DRY CLEANERS

PLAZA GRILL

IN COOL

For INSTANT

Efficient Work and
AT THE SIGN OF

Reasonable Rate*

for

Penny

George Disnard

NICHOLS TEA ROOM
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Bus Service

162 LISBON STREET

NEEDS FOR EVERY GAME AND SPORT
274 MAIN STREET

LEWISTON, MAINE

TeL 2-7351

Tel. 2.6422
79 Lisbon St

.

Lewiston

LEWISTON, MAINE
PHONE 3-0431
Romeo E. Thibodeau - Alfred J. Thibodeau -

Edrick J. Thibodeau

Service

SPALDING

You've Tried the Rest,
|N°w

Lewiston
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AIR CONDITIONED

Call

Radio Cabs
177 Main St.

.

PLEASANT SURROUNDINGS

4-4066

FINE FOODS

Agents

.

Taxi Service

THE LOBSTER
Cash or Charge Basis

.

Best

For Lilt and Lyrics —

singing "Johnny Get Your Girl"
(A COLUMBIA RECORD)
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n St.
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JOHNSTON
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BUT HIS
FOREHAMD
WAS CALLED
THE BEST IK
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STERLING
for fine homes

IM GLAD I
MADE THE 30-DAY
MILDNESS TEST,
DON. CAMELS
ARE GRAND!

ITS CAMELS
WITH ME, TOO,
PAULA-FOR TASTE
AND MILDNESS!

0 Paula Kelly, rave-fave vocalist
with the star rhythm group, "The
Moderoaires", goes for rollicking
rhythm in a song. And for smoking
pleasure, Paula says: "It's Camels
with me! I like their cool mildness
and that rich Camel flavor."
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Towle, Sterling
°| dependable quality,
""'•dd great beauty to
your home. Get a few
P=c-u at a
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pla ce setting costs as
'? $24.50 '"eluding 20% Fed-

CHAMPIONSHIP
TENNIS TWINS
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NOT ONE SINGLE CASE OF
THROAT IRRITATION due to

Watch Repairing

■stone-Osgood Go.
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The If right & Ditson and it*
twin the Spalding Tennis Ball
lead the field in official adoption*, for Major Tournaments,
including the U.S. Davis Cup
and National Championships.

In a recent coast-to-coast test of hundreds of men and
women who smoked Camels, and only Camels, for
30 days, noted throat specialists, making weekly examinations, reported

1

S . SILVERSMITHS

18

*«*t
Tel 4-5241
■if^wton, Maine

A
HEALTHY
DIET

SPAIQM&
sers

THC PAC€

Songstresi PAULA KELLY and disc
jockey DON OTIS agree on Cameli far
mildness and flavor.

B. I. Reynold! Tob»eeo Company. WlmUn-galem. N. C.
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THE NEW BOWLAWAY ALLEYS
108 MIDDLE STREET, LEWISTON

PHONE 83356
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Prexy Gives Talks In
Long Western Tour
President Phillips left Monday scientific study of marketing probmorning on an extensive speaking lems. He concluded the speech by
tour that will take him to the West declaring, "There is evidence that
the field of marketing is growing in
Coast.
Sunday evening he was in Port- importance and will continue to
land sponsored by the Council of grow in the years ahead.'
Churches of Greater Portland for
the Portland University of Life.
President Phillips spoke on the
misconception .and misuse of the
words "liberal" and "conservative."
"As a matter of fact, common
usage of these words completely
reverse their former meaning," he
said. Originally, President Philips
pointed out, liberals meant those
who favored a minimum of government control. Today, however, the
program called "liberal" is just the
conservative program of two hundred years ago, he said.
First Stop At Washington
Monday evening on the first stop
of his tour, Dr. Phillips spoke at a
New England Congressional Dinner in Washington.
Tuesday he spoke before a statewide group of Virginia businessmen at the University of Richmond. He discussed the need of

Bianchi Speaks
At N. Y. Confab
Sonya Bianchi presented a talk
on "Visible Speech" at the third
annual Eastern Colleges Science
Conference, Adelphi College, Garden City, New York. Mr. Robertson of
the physics department and John Palmer also attended the meeting.
Miss Bianchi's lecture included
the showing of slides and demonstration of the equipment which
she designed and built. Voice characteristics are recorded for a brief
interval of time on a phosphorescent tape. When standardized, these
characteristics will be an invaluable
aid to the deaf.
The conference included a movie
on atomic energy and lectures by
noted scientists of each field.

Dr. Phillips will address the annual banquet of a district gathering
of Rotary Clubs at Salisbury, Md.,
Thursday.
Goes To West Coast
The president will then fly to the
West Coast where he will meet
with Bates alumni at Los Angeles,
Saturday. Sunday will find him on
the Pomona College campus, and
next Monday he will address a nationwide gathering of 'businessmen
at San Diego.
On his return trip, the president
will stop in Chicago next Wednesday to meet with Bates alumni of
the Chicago area.

Award Hastings, Jones
Spanish Fiesta Prizes
Virginia Hastings and Austin
Jones won prizes for the most
original costumes worn at the
Spanish Fiesta last Saturday evening in Chase Hall.
Sponsored for the entire campus
by the Spanish Club, the affair
was complete with bull fight,
special decorations, and music by
the Bates Bobcats. Travel posters,
flowers, streamers, latticework entrance, and colorful costumes provided Spanish atmosphere.
Judith Witt headed the committees making arrangements for the
fiesta and dance. Committee chairmen were George Armitage, publicity;
Philip
Cifizzari, refreshments; June Gillespie, bull fight;
Emina Paladino, costumes; and
Norma Chaffee, decorations.
Mrs. Powers and Prof. Seward
were advisors for the project.

INCORPORATED

Agent: Marge Lemka

Business success for college
women starts with Gibbs secretarial
training. Write College Course Dean
today for opportunity booklet,
"Gibbs Girls at Work."

KATHARINE GIBBS

E. Parker Hall

Last Friday evening's Spring
Concert by the Choral and Orphic
Societies marked the final appearance of Mr. Waring as director of
music at Bates. Following the program Mr. Waring was presented a
brief case by the music groups.
Marjorie Nickerson and Wilbur
Rust were the violin soloists in
Bach's "Concerto in D Minor for
Two Violins." Mr. Waring accompanied the piece on the organ.
Edith Routier played "Scherzo in
B-Flat Minor" by Chopin as a
piano solo and an encore, "Perpetual Motion." Edith also starred on
the piano in the orchestra's rendition of "Little Rhapsody in Blue"
1jy Gershwin.
Also featured were Robert Smith,
tenor soloist in "Ca' the Yowes,"
a folksong by Vaughan Williams
presented by the chorus, and the
Orphic Brass
Ensemble, which
played a Bach chorale and march.
Selections played by the orchestra
included
the
march
from
Wagner's "Tannhauser," the "Morris Dance" from "Henry VIII
Suite" by German, "Espana" by
Waldteufel, and "The Syncopated
Clock" by Anderson.

Freshman Outing At Thorncrag, Will
Include Buffet Supper, Games, Skit
Philosophers
Meet At Bates
The annual spring meeting of
philosophers of Maine colleges
will be held Saturday with Bates
College as host. About 16 professors from the University of
Maine, Bowdoin, Colby, Bangor
Theological School, and Bates are
expected to attend the two sessions.

230 Pirk An. NEW YORK 17
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• This evening is the deadline for
purchasing tickets for Sunday's
freshman outing at Thorncrag. The
outing, not necessarily "a couple's
affair, will begin at 2 when those
attending will meet in front of
Roger Williams. The committee in
charge, headed by Prescott Harris,
intends the outing to be in the line
of a second Stanton Ride.
The menu for the buffet supper
includes Italian sandwiches, and
"quite a display of food." according
to freshman class president Robert
Cagenello.
Tony Orlandella is scheduled to
be master of ceremonies for the
program, which includes a tug of
war, games, a treasure hunt, a skit,
and a Softball game, -with boys
against girls.

The first session at 10:30 a. m.
will be held in the Women's Union.
Prof. Roland Levenson of the University of Maine will read a paper
on anti-Platonic tendencies and
current philosophy, and a discussion will follow. At the 4 o'clock
afternoon session, Dr. McCreery
wil read a paper on Lilinene and
values.
These two sessions are open primarily to philosophy majors or stuArthur Darken was elected presidents taking the course in condent of the Bates Chapter of the
temporary philosophy
World Student Federalists at a
special meeting of the organization
last Wednesday. Past Pres. Raymond Sennett declined renomination.
The other officers elected were
Ae deputation composed of Ruth
Robert Patterson, vice president;
Burgess, Lyla Nichols, and James
Richard Trenholm, treasurer; and
Balentine went to the Methodist
Carol Hollingworth, secretary.
The town girls held their Church in Bethel last Sunday.
The officers will begin their
monthly supper meeting at the While in Bethel they conducted
work at the regular meeting in
Women's Union, Thursday. The the Sunday School, the morning
May.
_
»
supper committee consisted of Irma church service, and a discussion for
Reed, Ann Small, and Cynthia the evening youth group. The
Mr. LeMaster led a religious
May. Guests were Mrs. Kierstead group left campus Sunday morning
service in chapel this morning.
and
returned
that
evening.
and Barbara Varney.
The CA will give a program FriA second deputation was sent to
After the supper a short business
day. Jean McLeod will present the
meeting was held. Plans were dis- the Warren Congregational Church
speakers.
cussed for a trip to Orr's Island, in Westbrook. The members of this
May 29. A mock oratorical contest deputation, Jerry Morris, John Mywas conducted by Frances Andrews ers, James Pirie, and Mason Taber,
with the freshmen as judges and took charge of the morning service,
the upperclassmen as contestants. a recreation period in the afternoon,
The speeches were entirely unre- a cook-out supper, and the Sunday
Closest Spot to Campus
hearsed. Ann Small was awarded evening worship service and disfirst prize.
cussion.
Phone 2-6926 to Place Orders

Student Federalists
Elect Darken Pres.

Deputations Go To
Churches This Week

Lambda Alpha Club
Plans Seaside Party

ERNIE'S MARKET

Quality Clothes For
Every Campus
Occasion!

COLLEGE SERVICE

fuumm * rugusRs

Music Groups Honor
Waring At Last Concert

Weekly: 7 A. M. to 10:30 P. M.
Sunday: 8 A. M. to 8:30 P. M.

Politics Preferred
(Continued from page two)
munlsm serves one interest, Stalin.
Final Answer

Letters To The Editor

A Christian Workers International, not Marxism in any form, is the
final answer to the Red pest. Christianity was the original party of
the poor and oppressed.
If tfce
church has lost touch with the
needs and interests of the common
people it is not too late to get in
step once again. Christians pracIced socialism and communism
we all want.
ages before Marx was ever heard
of.
If socialism or public ownership
of wealth is necessary, and In
many parts of the world it is a crying necessity, then the church
should lead here .the church militant. There is nothing sacred about
free enterprise or private property.
In the U. S. capitalism for the most
part works well. Big business has
seen the hand-writing and has followed policies of "enlightened selfinterest" (that is. recognition of
working people's rights). Whenever and
wherever capitalism
doesn't meet the needs of the public as a whole, however, it should
and must go.

To be significant tll
must be extensive n* h|j
elude an appreciable n k \
youngsters between the"'"'''*!
eight and 14. It will not tJ^ A
for the sociology an<i „_%
majors to handle the in.
alone. I hope that many
will be anxious to try .,
at interviewing some of I "' *!
children.

(Continued from page two)
for the achievements and the tailures at Bates. At that time I mentioned some significant student efforts which I thought indicated
that undergraduates were assuming
a large and encouraging share of
the leadership on campus. I did not
have time to mention all groups.
I just want to add here that it
seems to me that the new STUDENT board also gives every
promise of lending the kind of constructive leadership on our campus
Les Smith,
Alumni Secretary

Comic Books

Bob r)„nn| cb

Class Meetings
To the editor of the STI'DP
'11
It is obvious that some
nme
1
has been shown by '"dents i0
way class meetings are held T
week there were two letters'
STUDENT clearly illustratj *
This is a crucial period f0
class and we have to come to ,
sort of agreement
, 0Tit[
maintain harmony. Roth letter
last week's issue had their
thei
I personally hope and •elieve J
ft
we can reach some method of J
solving this tension. \V. ran ha„
friendly class meeting and *
maintain order. Let's have a n,;
dle-of-the-road
policy. In 0[,

To the editor of the STUDENT:
It has been called to my attention that the recent article in the
STUDENT describing the comic
book project emphasized participation by sociology and psychology
majors. While it is true that these
people have been responsible for
the details involved in getting such
a study under way, it should be
made clear that there is a great
need for any interested members
of the student body to help with words, an
procedure.
the interviewing.

I

informal parliaments
Tommy McGann {

Fence-Sitter«
In the U. S. the church militant
means of necessity the Roman
Catholic church. With the exception of the Lutherans the major
Protestant denominations are such
fence sitters (not only in politics
but also in theology) they do well
to keep rheir doors open. Save for
snipish attacks on Catholicism too
many Protestant churches' are polite social clubs playing an essentially negative role in the community.

DRAPER'S
BAKERY

YE OLDE HOBBY SHOPPE

(ft SincL
L1TTLOWERS

EAT AT

FRANGEDAKIS'

By Wire
*

MODERN

DUBE'S
FLOWER SHOP
195

Lisbon

RESTAURANT

St.

PASTRY OF ALL KINDS
Opp. Post Office

One Stop

Tel. 2-6645

54 ASH STREET

COMPLETE

"BACHELOR"
...to . . .

SERVICE"

COLLEGE MEN AND WOMEN

BATES
HOTEL

Look Smart . . . Feel Sharp
In Clothes By

DANCING NIGHTLY
8-12

HART-SCHAFFNER & MARX

90 Mulboiouiti SI. BOSTON 16
1SS Angdl St. PROVIDENCE 6

Take Your
CLEANING and LAUNDERING

WE ALSO CATER TO LARGE
SOCIAL MEETINGS

To Our Main St. Store

Tel. 4-6459

Convenient To The Campus

CLIPPER CRAFT

Carroll Cut Rate
Cosmetics

BARRON-ANDERSON

TOPS WITH THE TOP STARS IN HOLLYWOOD AND WITH COLLEGES TOO

Toilet Supplies
Sold Exclusively By

AT THE LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES
"We Are Never Undersold"

STECKINO HOTEL

LEWISTON

184-188 LISBON STREET

104 MIDDLE STREET
Specializing in
ITALIAN - AMERICAN
FOOD

STEAKS - CHOPS

'tep Out For That Evening Snack To . . .

LEE'S VARIETY

STORE

Specializing in Hot Dogs, Hamburgers, Beverages of all kinds
417 MAIN STREET
"The Store with Friendly Service"

PIZZA PIES

TeL 4-4151

A "Must" for your
week-end wardrobe
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NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL of LAW
Admits Men and Women
Day, Evening and Graduate Programs

Registration — Sept. 12 to It. 1949
Early application is necessary
47 MT. VERNON STREET

BOSTON 8, MASSACHUSETTS

Telephone KEnmore 6-S80O
; -■ -. -- -- -■
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The Marvin Hotel Lounge
Arthur Ray
Red hot Pianist from Boston's
famous Copley-Plaza
4

' Basque shirts by

98c - $2.00

FEANITO
STCRf

205 MAIN STREET
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